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Two-Way Relaying Cooperative Wireless Networks:

Resource Allocation and Performance Analysis
Muhammad Abrar, Xiang Gui, and Amal Punchihewa

Abstract—Relay-based cooperative wireless networks have
been widely considered one of the cost-effective solutions to meet
the demands in future wireless networks. In order to maximize
the overall sum-rate while maintaining proportional fairness
among users, we investigate different resource allocation algo-
rithms in two-way relay networks with analog network coding
(ANC) protocol and time division broadcast (TDBC) protocol.
The algorithms investigated are different from traditional pro-
portional fairness schemes in terms of fairness and computational
complexity as we have applied Access Proportional Fairness
(APF) and Minimum Rate Proportional Fairness (MRPF) along
with load balancing at the relays. A MATLAB simulation has
been performed and simulation results show the effectiveness of
these algorithms.

Keywords—relay network, relay protocol, resource allocation,
two-way relaying, bidirectional relaying, Analog Network Cod-
ing, Time Division Broadcast

I. INTRODUCTION

C
OOPERATIVE Relaying Wireless Communication has

been proposed along with Orthogonal Frequency Divi-

sion Multiplexing (OFDM) to meet the future demands in

cellular communication networks. The idea of cooperative

communication in wireless environment is more attractive

due to the characteristic of diversity of wireless channels

and the limited radio resources. Since the radio resources

are limited in wireless systems, the efficient use of all these

available resources is necessary to achieve better performance.

Therefore, efficient and low complexity resource allocation

algorithms are needed to meet these goals.

Due to the practical half-duplex nature of devices, there are

two types of cooperative relaying proposed in the literature,

namely one-way relaying (OWR) [1] and two-way relaying

(TWR) [2]. Conventional cooperative networks are known

as one-way relaying cooperative system. Due to half duplex

operation of the relays in OWR network, two separate phases

of transmission are required for the mobile terminal (MT) and

the base station (BS) to exchange information via cooperation.

Hence a total of four time slots are required to complete the

exchange of information between the MT and the BS. In this

type of relaying, there is a loss of half of the spectral efficiency

as compared to full duplex relaying.

Full duplex relaying, in which a relay is able to transmit and

receive on the same frequency at the same time, is practically

more complex. Therefore, from a practical point of view,
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half duplex relaying is preferred over full duplex operation

even with this loss of spectral efficiency [3]. To overcome

the spectral loss in OWR; two types of TWR have been

proposed in the literature. The first type assumes that no direct

link is available between MT and BS and only a relay link

is available for transmission. Therefore, two time slots are

required to complete the exchange of information between the

MT and BS. The second type takes into account the direct

link, and requires three time slots in order to complete the

exchange of information [3]. These two types of Amplify

and Forward (AF) based TWR are known as Analog Network

Coding (ANC) protocol and Time Division Broadcast (TDBC)

protocol, respectively [4].

The combination of cooperative relaying with multicarrier

system provides promising design for next generation of

wireless networks. As a multicarrier transmission technique,

OFDM has already been employed in a number of communi-

cation standards including Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB),

Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB), Wireless LAN standards

and IEEE 802.16 Broadband Wireless Access System. OFDM

is also considered to be employed in next generation relaying

wireless standards such as IEEE 802.16j, IEEE.802.16m and

3GPP LTE-A [5].

In recent years there has been an extensive amount of

research undertaken and published in the area of cooperative

networks. The initial work on cooperative networks was fo-

cused on OWR only; but now TWR has been attracting a lot

of interest from researchers due to its high spectral efficiency.

In a general resource allocation problem as addressed in

the literature, the main focus resides in resource allocation

without any traffic or load balancing consideration. In [4],

authors have addressed the relay selection problem for TWR

networks. The closed form expression for outage probability

is derived. A single-pair network is considered, therefore there

is no multi-user interference. A similar network configuration

is used in [6] to address the relay selection problem in

bidirectional relaying with unknown channel state information

(CSI). The problem of resource allocation in TWR has been

addressed in [7] for a two-terminal network with multiple re-

lays. A fairness constraint is imposed on relays with maximum

sum capacity as an objective function. In [8], a hierarchical

protocol for OWR and TWR is proposed. The transmission

mode of each MT as well as relay is already assigned, either

direct or relaying. The joint resource allocation problem is

formulated under total power constraints. Power allocation

with data rate fairness is studied in [9] for Amplify-and-

Forward (AF) and Decode-and-Forward (DF) protocols.
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In [10], a joint optimization problem of sub-carrier assign-

ment and relay selection in multiple user pairs for bidirectional

relaying communication is addressed. A graph theoretical

approach is applied to solve this problem. In [11], resource

allocation problem with sub-carrier pairing in OFDM-based

TWR relay network is formulated as a mixed integer pro-

gramming problem. By using dual method, the optimization

problem is solved. In [12], we investigate the subcarrier

allocation problem in AF protocol based OWR networks.

In conventional non-cooperative cellular networks, several

load balancing aware algorithms have been reported [13]–[15].

However, these algorithms cannot be used directly for relay-

based networks due to dual-hop or multi-hop transmission

in relay networks [16]. In [16], authors provide fairness-

aware joint routing and scheduling technique for downlink

OWR networks. While in [17], an optimal mobile association

and load balancing has been introduced in downlink OWR

cooperative networks. Some other individual work on load

balancing can be found in [18]–[20].

A. Motivation and Contribution

A relay-based cooperative wireless network has been widely

considered one of the cost-effective solutions to meet the

demands in future wireless networks. Most of the currently

available resource allocation methods for relay networks are

focused on maximizing system capacity either with propor-

tional fairness or minimization of power. Some individual

work on load balancing in one-way relay network has also

been reported in the literature. In this paper, a fairness-aware

joint load balancing and proportional fairness based resource

allocation is investigated in TWR cooperative networks. The

objective function is to maximize overall sum-rate under the

load balancing and fairness constraints. We investigate load

balancing with access proportional fairness (LB-APF) and

load balancing with minimum rate proportional fairness (LB-

MRPF) in TWR with both ANC and TDBC protocols. To the

best of the authors’ knowledge, such a joint load balancing

and proportional fairness based resource allocation in TWR

with both protocols has not been investigated so far in the

literature.

B. Organization

The rest of the paper is organized into four further sections.

Section II presents the system model. A brief description of

ANC and TDBC protocols is also presented in this section.

In Section III, resource allocation schemes and problem for-

mulation are presented. Furthermore, numerical results with

simulation are illustrated in Section IV. Finally, conclusion is

provided in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION

A. System Model

A TWR transmission is considered in relay-based mobile

cooperative network. The system model consists of a single

BS, R number of relay terminals (RTs) and M number of mo-

bile terminals (MTs). Each terminal is equipped with a single

BS MT

RT

BS MT

RT

T1 T2

Fig. 1. TWR-ANC assisted transmission model.
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Fig. 2. TWR-TDBC assisted transmission model.

antenna. Each MT makes a pair with BS for communication.

Time Division Duplex (TDD) is used to achieve separation

between uplink and downlink transmission to and from relay

respectively as all relays are working in half duplex mode and

adopt AF protocol. In Long Term Evolution (LTE) system,

a chunk consisting of twelve consecutive OFDM sub-carriers,

known as the Resource Block (RB), is introduced. Therefore

an RB is the minimal unit that is allowed to be allocated to

one user [21]. We assume that there are K RBs available in

the cell and in our analysis we use RBs instead of sub-carriers.

B. Protocol Description

1) ANC Protocol

In ANC protocol as shown in Fig. 1, both MT and BS

transmit their signal to the relay during the first time slot.

A relay receives the combined signal of MT and BS due to

broadcast nature of wireless channel. The relay amplifies this

combined signal and then retransmits to both MT and BS in

the second time slot.

2) TDBC Protocol

In TDBC protocol as shown in Fig. 2, BS transmits its signal

to both MT and relay during the first time slot, while MT

transmits its signal to both BS and relay in the second time

slot. In the third time slot the relay amplifies the combined

signal of BS and MT and retransmits to both MT and BS.

In both protocols, the received signal at MT and BS consists

of their own transmitted signal known as the self-interference.

With the knowledge of the channel and its own signal, this self-

interference can be subtracted from the received signal [2].

C. Mathematical Description

The achievable rates from BS to MT and from MT to BS

in ANC protocol of the mth MT via the rth relay on the kth

RB is given by (1) and (2), respectively [22]

RANC
m,r,k =

1

2
log

2
(1 + γANC

m,r,k) (1)
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RANC
b,r,k =

1

2
log

2
(1 + γANC

b,r,k ) (2)

The factor
1

2
appears here due to the half-duplex operation

of relays. It means relays transmit and receive in two different

time slots while γANC
m,r,k and γANC

b,r,k are the received SNRs at

the MT and the BS, respectively. The instantaneous sum-rate

is then given by

RANC
r,k = RANC

m,r,k +RANC
b,r,k

=
1

2
log2(1 + γANC

m,r,k) +
1

2
log2(1 + γANC

b,r,k )
(3)

Let γTDBC
m,r,k and γTDBC

b,r,k represent the SNRs at MT and BS

respectively for TDBC protocol, therefore the instantaneous

sum-rate of TWR-TDBC protocol can be written as

RTDBC
r,k =

1

3
log2(1 + γTDBC

m,r,k ) +
1

3
log2(1 + γTDBC

b,r,k ) (4)

The factor
1

3
shows that transfer of information between

two nodes is completed in three time slots.

The achievable sum-rate of the network over all MTs and

RBs using any protocol is given by

r =

M
∑

m=1

R
∑

r=1

K
∑

k=1

δm,r,kRm,r,k (5)

where δm,r,k is used as the binary integer RB assignment

indicator variable. If the kth RB is assigned to the mth MT

on the rth RT, then δm,r,k is equal to one, otherwise it is

equal to zero. The term Rm,r,k is equal to RANC
m,r,k or RTDBC

m,r,k

depending on the system protocol.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND DESCRIPTION

In order to maximize the system throughput while main-

taining load balancing at relays and proportional fairness

among users, a binary integer linear programming (BILP)

optimization problem is formulated as

Maximize

M
∑

m=1

R
∑

r=1

K
∑

k=1

δm,r,kRm,r,k (6)

Subject to the following constraints:

C1: RB-Allocation Constraint: The RB-Allocation constraint

is that each RB can be used only by one RT to avoid

intra-cell interference.

M
∑

m=1

R
∑

r=1

δm,r,k ≤ 1, ∀k,

δm,r,k ∈ {0, 1}, ∀(m, r, k) (6-a)

C2: Load-Balancing Constraint: The load-balancing con-

straint is that RBs are equally distributed among all

relays.

M
∑

m=1

K
∑

k=1

δm,r,k ≥ µ, ∀r (6-b)

where µ = [K/R] is the minimum number of RBs to

be allocated to any RT, where [x] denotes the integer

part of x. If K mod R = 0, each RT will be assigned

exactly K/R RBs.

C3: MRPF Constraint: This constraint ensures that each MT

meets the minimum date rate requirement. Let rm,min

be the minimum rate requirement (MRR) for the mth

MT, then

R
∑

r=1

K
∑

k=1

δm,r,kRm,r,k ≥ rm,min, ∀m (6-c)

C4: APF Constraint: This constraint is applied when we need

to distribute all RBs equally among all MTs.

R
∑

r=1

K
∑

k=1

λm,r,k ≥ λ, ∀m (6-d)

where λ = [K/M ] is the minimum number of RBs to

be allocated to any MT. If K mod M = 0, each MT

will be assigned exactly K/M RBs.

This BILP optimization problem is non-polynomial in time

and the computational complexity of such problem can be

expressed as O(R×M)K . With increasing number of R, M
and K , the computational complexity might reach prohibitive

limits in practical systems. Therefore, a low complexity algo-

rithm is necessary to solve this type of optimization problem.

A. Hungarian Algorithm Based Resource Allocation

In this sub-section, we solve our BILP optimization problem

by using Hungarian Algorithm (HA) [23]. The HA is a one-

to-one optimization solver for assignment problems. The main

reason of using this algorithm is that load balancing at relays

is achieved inherently with this algorithm.

The following sub-steps are involved in applying HA to our

BILP problem.

1) The demand metric showing the sum-rate on each RB

of each RT is calculated as the maximum of M links as

Dk,r = max
∀m

{ωm,r,kRm,r,k}, (7)

where ωm,r,k is the binary integer variable as propor-

tional fairness index (PFI) for the mth MT on the kth

RB using the rth relay.

2) The total of R demand metrics on each RB has been

calculated. By applying HA to the K×R demand matrix

as shown in Fig. 3, the algorithm solves a one- to-

one optimization problem. In each iteration, R RBS are

Fig. 3. Snapshot of one iteration of HA Matrix.
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Fig. 4. Load balancing at Relays in TWR-ANC Protocol (x-axis: IDs of RTs, y-axis: IDs of RBs, z-axis: Achieved sum-rate).
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Fig. 5. Load balancing at Relays in TWR-TDBC Protocol (x-axis: IDs of RTs, y-axis: IDs of RBs, z-axis: Achieved sum-rate).

allocated. Therefore total K/R iterations are needed to

allocate all the K RBs. To understand how HA works,

please refer to [21].

3) The rows with assigned RBs are eliminated and MTs

are marked with assigned RBs.

4) The constraint (6-c) or (6-d) is checked for LB-MRPF

and LB-APF, respectively. The PFI of MTs satisfying

these constraints are set equal to zero.

5) The steps 1-4 are repeated until all RBs are assigned or

all MTs have achieved MRR.

6) If RBs are still available in LB-MRPF, the process is

repeated except step 4 until all RBs are assigned.

B. Computational Complexity

By using HA, the computational complexity has been sig-

nificantly reduced. The polynomial complexity of one iteration

of HA is O(K3
n) [15], [21], where Kn is the number of

unassigned RBs. With K/R iterations, the complexity of the

whole algorithm is O(K4/R). The pseudocode for the HA

based resource allocation algorithm is given in Algorithm-1.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND ASSUMPTIONS

In this section, we present and compare numerical results

with the help of computer simulations to evaluate the perfor-

mance of resource allocation algorithms described in section-

III. In this simulation we assume that there is no direct link

available between BS and MTs for transmission and we also

assume random distribution of MTs. All the channels are

simulated as Rayleigh flat fading. We consider that all channels

remain constant for one complete transmission. For simplicity,

it is assumed that CSI is known to all nodes. All noise

variances are identical and reciprocal channels are assumed.

The proposed algorithms have been evaluated in terms of total

achievable system sum-rate and achievable individual sum-rate

of each pair.

Figures 4 and 5 show the RBs assigned to each relay

in three different algorithms for ANC and TDBC protocols,

respectively. It can be observed that each relay can occupy

5 RBs which is equal to K/R, with K = 15 and R = 3.
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Fig. 6. Individual sum-rate for each MT-BS pair in TWR.

Algorithm-1

1: Set MTs = {1, 2, 3, . . . ,M}, RTs = {1, 2, 3, . . . , R},
RBs = {1, 2, 3, . . . ,K}
R′ = Size of RTs, K ′ = Size of RBs

2: for k = 1 : K ′

3: for r = 1 : R′

4: Dk,r = maxm{ωm,r,kRm,r,k} m ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M}
5: end for

6: end for

7: D = {Dk,r}, r = {1, 2, . . . , R′}, k = {1, 2, . . . ,K ′},
as shown in Fig. 3

8: for rounds = 1 : K ′/R′

9: Hungarian (D) ⇒ ARBs=Set of assigned RBs

10: Do RBs = RBs−ARBs

11: K ′ = Size of RBs

12: Do for LB−APF

13: AMTs1 = Set of MTs Satisfying
∑R

r=1

∑K

k=1
λm,r,k ≥ λ, ∀m ∈MTs

14: Do MTs = MTs−AMTs1

15: Do for LB−MRPF

16: AMTs2 = Set of MTs satisfying
∑R

r=1

∑K

k=1
δm,r,kRm,r,k ≥ rm,min, ∀m ∈MTs

17: Do MTs = MTs−AMTs2

18: MTs = ∅ and K ′ 6= 0 go to 22

19: if K ′ = 0 go to 23

20: end if; end if

21: end for

22: Repeat only 3−11 until K ′ = 0
23: Exit

By distributing the traffic load among relays, we reduce

the processing delays at relays. Figure 6 shows the individ-

ual achievable sum-rate for each pair in ANC and TDBC

protocols. In this case of individual sum-rate, LB-MRPF

outperforms load balancing with no fairness (LB-NF). The

MRR for all MTs is achieved in LB-MRPF and LB-APF,

(a) TWR-ANC

(b) TWR-TDBC
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Fig. 7. Jain’s fairness index with different number of MTs.

while the LB-NF is not able to meet MRR for all MTs in both

protocols. In Fig. 6a it can be observed that the sum-rate of

MT-1 with LB-NF algorithm is less than required MRR while

it is also clear in Fig. 6b that MT-4 cannot achieve MRR with

LB-NF algorithm. Even though the MRR is also achieved in

LB-APF, but overall sum rate of LB-APF is lower than that

of LB-MRPF scheme which is shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 10.

Jain’s fairness index has been widely used to determine the

proportional fairness among users [15]. It is given by

f =

[

K
∑

i=1

ri

]2

K

K
∑

i=1

r2i

(8)

where ri is the normalized sum-rate for the ith user. The value

of this index ranges from 0 (worst case) to 1 (best case).

Figures 7a and 7b show that fairness index remains around

90% in both LB-MRPF and LB-APF while it drops signifi-

cantly in LB-NF with increasing number of users in both ANC

and TDBC protocols, respectively.

The system sum-rate performance against different number

of RBs and MTs for both protocols can be observed in Fig. 8

and Fig. 10, respectively while Fig. 9 shows the magnified

image of the results shown in Fig. 8. It can easily be observed

that the overall sum-rate of LB-NF is always the highest

for different number of RBs or MTs. This is due to the

fact that this algorithm assigns RBs to MTs with the best

channel gains, hence increasing overall sum-rate at the expense

of proportional fairness among MTs. In contrast, LB-APF

gives lower sum-rate than others because it ensures access

proportional fairness among MTs by enforcing assignment of

equal number of RBs, which may compromise on overall and

individual sum-rates. A compromise between sum-rate and

fairness has been made in LB-MRPF and a good tradeoff
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between overall sum-rate and individual sum-rate can be

observed.

In Fig. 10 we can observe that cell throughput increases

with an increase in the number of MTs. This indicates that

RBs are assigned to MTs with the best channel gains in all

schemes with or without proportional constraints.

There is also some throughput loss and inconsistency versus

the increase in the number of MTs. This is due to the fact

that we have fixed the number of RBs at 60 for all numbers

of MTs. For good ratio of number of MTs over RBs, there

is a remarkable increase in cell throughput, like when there

is a number of MTs = 10. On the other hand if number of

MTs increasing more, the gain in throughput is not sufficiently

increasing because the ratio of MTs over RBs decreasing and

RBs are not available for some MTs. This also reflects in Fig. 7

where fairness index drops significantly for large number of

MTs when we have fix number of RBs.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Efficient resource allocation algorithms are required to

meet the demands of future relay-based wireless networks.

A fairness-aware joint load balancing and proportional fairness

based resource allocation has been investigated in two-way

relaying cooperative networks with both ANC and TDBC
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Fig. 10. Overall sum-rate versus the number of MTs.

protocols in this paper. A BILP optimization problem is formu-

lated to maximize the overall system sum-rate. To reduce com-

putational complexity, Hungarian Algorithm based resource

allocation has been proposed which inherently provides load

balancing at relays. Finally, we remark that, while this paper

considers sum-rate at equal power allocation, the consideration

of individual rates of BS and MT with optimized power

remains an interesting issue to be explored.
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